ATTITUDE OF PARENTS TO CHILDREN
world grandparents are supposed to become re-incarnated in
their grandchildren—a belief which is probably responsible for
the widespread practice (observed among others by the ancient
Greeks) of naming a child after its grandparent, especially in
the case of eldest sons who frequently receive the name of
their paternal grandfather1.
For the grounds of this belief and the tendencies which Causes of this
have given rise to it, it is probable that we must look to the   similarity of
.   .. °. .      ,   x	.         .r.	.	, ., ,         ,   ,	parent-child to
similarities between the relations of parent to child and those      previous
which had  existed  a generation earlier  between   child  and   chn<*;pjireiit
parent As we have just seen, the feelings  that are liable to    reaions p
be evoked by these relationships are in certain respects not
dissimilar, and it would appear as though the situation in which
an individual is placed when he becomes a parent serves to
call up in him some of the partially forgotten  and   partially
outgrown emotions and tendencies which he had  experienced
in his own childhood and to direct them now upon his  child
in the same way as he had formerly directed them upon his
parent Thus the new position in which a father finds himself
in competition with his son for the affection of his wife revives
in the Unconscious a memory of the former situation in which
as a child he competed with his father for the love of his
mother.
The identification of child with grandparent would seem
to be helped also by the intimate connection with a curious
but not infrequent product  of imagination which   has been
called   by  Ernest  Jones   "the  phantasy  of  the  reversal  of
generations V According to this phantasy—to which attention The "phantasy
had also been called by psychologists other than those of the of ^e ^^fl
psycho-analytic school, notably by Sully3—it is supposed that,        lions"
as children grow bigger and finally attain to adult stature, their
parents, as  they increase  in  age,  undergo  a  corresponding
diminution; so that eventually a complete reversal of size  as
regards the two generations is attained,  those who were once
parents being now reduced to a position very similar to that
of children, while the original children, through their increase
1	See <?. g. Frazer, "Totemism and Exogamy," n, 302. "Taboo and the
Perils of the Soul," 370.
2	" Papers on Psycho-Analysis," 658.
3	" Studies of Childhood," 105.
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